
Depression Debate - Is this a Depression?

In 1929 Versus 2007: Employment Change Barry Ritholtz posted a chart of unemployment with a comment: "This chart makes it pretty clear
that the current recession is no Depression"
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Actually the chart does not make anything clear other than unemployment is not as bad now as during the great depression. Given that no
definition of the word depression was made it is certainly unclear whether or not we are in a depression.

Does one define a depression in terms of unemployment alone?
If so what is the cutoff?
Do we include U-3 numbers as Barry did or should we use U-6?
Is U-6 even accurate?
Do we count unemployment the same way now as during the great depression?

The answer to the latter is no, and anyone 16 years old without a job in 1930 was considered unemployed.

Comparing Recessions

Here is a chart from Calculated Risk with my forward assessment on jobs.
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http://www.ritholtz.com/blog/2009/09/1929-versus-2007-employment-change/
https://4.bp.blogspot.com/_nSTO-vZpSgc/SqauNN8_fUI/AAAAAAAAG1Q/_KY2fciXrP8/s1600-h/great+depression+unemployment.png
http://www.calculatedriskblog.com/2009/08/august-economic-summary-in-graphs.html
https://2.bp.blogspot.com/_nSTO-vZpSgc/SqayZoIn2TI/AAAAAAAAG1Y/Op_S2XNgNCM/s1600-h/percent+job+losses.png


Does that chart depict a "recession" or something else? If something else, do we have to keep saying the "worst recession since the great
depression" or is it a "depression"?

Others have posted charts saying this was not a depression because GDP growth will not drop to -10%. Is that the definition of depression?

Point blank there is no official definition of the word.

I think one needs to look at a number of factors including GDP, unemployment numbers, duration of unemployment, consumer spending, asset
prices, housing prices, consumer prices, treasury yields, wages, consumer spending, bank failures, foreclosures, etc, to make a reasonable
determination.

Here's the deal.

The US is in the midst of the steepest decline in home price on record.

Short-term treasury yields went negative and are still close to zero.

Long-term treasury yields hit record lows.

Foreclosures hit record highs.

The stock market had the biggest collapse since the Great Depression.

U-6 unemployment is a whopping 16.8% and still rising.

The PPI (producer price index) had the biggest drop in 59 years.

The CPI is at -1.3% is declining at the fastest pace since 1950 according to government calculations. The real CPI by my calculations is -
6.2% (See What's the Real CPI? for details).

U-6 does not count recent graduates looking for a job but living at home in search of one. It also does not count self-employed real estate
agents who have not made a sale in a year. However it does count all the "self-employed" selling trinkets on Ebay making $200 a month or
less. I do not have totals for that, but structural unemployment plus structural underemployment is likely North of 20%.

One does not see any of that that in the first chart. Nor does one see falling wages, the likelihood of Structurally High Unemployment For A
Decade, massive bank failures, Food-Stamps Reach 33.8 Million in April, 5th Consecutive Monthly Record, or the ongoing commercial real
estate bust with One Sixth Of All Construction Loans In Trouble.

These are characteristics of a depression, not a recession. It's time to stop pretending otherwise.

Mike "Mish" Shedlock
http://globaleconomicanalysis.blogspot.com
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